
 

Dimensions of Change
The Mythic Journey, Multi-dimensional Transformation, and Agility in the Now 

Change as a Heroic Call to Adventure: For the last ten years, Robin Rice has been saying that
"if you are not in the business of change, you are in the wrong business, because that is the only
thing on the menu.” Robin will draw from the maps of myth to share a few key and vital
questions we must ask ourselves in order to change our lives from the ground up.

Firestorm Consulting: 4 Agile Methods to Manage the NOW: Lee Taylor-Nelms will draw
upon her vast experience in change management and virtual reality to discuss how an agile
change management approach adds value to businesses operating in a firestorm of social
upheaval and Covid-19.

Change Commitment as a 3D Experience: Robert Smith will describe how the highly
predictive 2IsC™ Model of Change Commitment is rooted in the three-dimensionality of biocular
(two-eyed) human anatomy – and how to measure the strength of your team’s change
commitment and resistance levels to implement full-cycle organizational change &
transformation.

During this Round Table, you will interact with panelists offering three truly unique perspectives on
approaching, managing, and leading through change.

 

 

 

 

Register HERE to claim your seat.
Upon registration, you’ll have the opportunity to submit your questions for our Q&A portion of the Round Table, wherein our

panelists will unpack and provide guidance on your professional change management challenges, through their unique lenses
on change. After the session, you’ll have access to free consultations/subscriptions and free resources/courses.

July 10, 2020 12:00 – 1:00 p.m. via Zoom

Robin Rice   Robert E. Smith, PhDLee Taylor-Nelms, Ed.D.  

Robin Rice is an internationally published author, social change artist and a mentor to world-level leaders. Her social change projects have been featured
in 30+ countries. Robin trained more than 15,000 students in free courses such as Training Your Inner Warrior at RobinRice.com and

BeWhoYouAre.com. | Lee Taylor-Nelms, Ed.D. (www.leetaylornelms.com) is the founder of Lee Taylor-Nelms, LLC, delivering metric-based, 508-compliant
training, change management, and performance support solutions. Lee is well-known for her pioneering research on virtual Communications and her
award-winning work in STEM training. She earned a doctorate from Columbia University in Computing and Technology and Masters in Journalism from

NYU. | Robert E. Smith, PhD, is the founder of the Change Shop and a former Accenture change management executive consultant. Robert has led large-
scale change initiatives at dozens of global and public sector organizations. He is the author of the 2018 book Selling Change: How Successful Leaders

Use Impact, Influence, and Consistency to Transform their Organizations.

https://tdmaryland.org/event-3881663

